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authorities (the so-called "Umbrella Agreement"), and changes to US law that grant additional data privacy rights to EU individuals. 17 Further judgments of the CJEU dealing with international data transfers are also forthcoming. 18 The Schrems judgment is a landmark case that strengthens the fundamental right to data protection in EU law. In Schrems, the CJEU affirmed data protection rights with regard to data transfers; supported the right of data protection authorities (DPAs) to investigate the adequacy of protection for data transferred to third countries; and clarified what constitutes an adequate level of data protection under EU law. It is the first time the CJEU analyzed regulation of international data transfers in light of key provisions of EU treaty law such as the Treaty on the Functioning of the EU (the TFEU) 19 and the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights (the Charter). 20 Further legal challenges to EU-US data transfer arrangements are ongoing. Thus, on May 24, 2016, the Irish Data Protection Commissioner referred questions to the Irish Commercial Court, a division of the Irish High Court, concerning the validity of the EU-approved standard contractual clauses for data transfers, which will likely result in a referral to the CJEU. 21 Challenges to the Privacy Shield have also been brought before the CJEU. 22 There have been so many legal developments, political statements, and polemic arguments dealing with data transfers between the EU and the US, that it is easy to lose track of the larger issues at stake. Viewed from a high-level perspective-which I will refer to as the "meta level"-the Schrems judgment shows how the regulation of international data transfers in EU law is caught between reality and illusion. The main strand of the Chekhov story quoted at the beginning of this article involves a character who lives in the illusion that the fruits produced by his gooseberry bushes are sweet, while in fact they are unripe and sour. EU data protection law similarly maintains the illusion that it can provide seamless, effective protection of EU personal data transferred around the world, a view that the Schrems judgment affirms. This is a beautiful illusion, at least to European eyes, because it envisions a world where the reach of EU data protection law extends globally; where attempts by foreign intelligence agencies to access the data of Europeans are repelled through the use of procedural mechanisms; and where DPAs police the Internet and quash attempts to misuse European data.
Yet it remains an illusion, as can be seen by the consequences of the Schrems judgment. Procedural mechanisms may satisfy formal requirements of data protection law, but they cannot provide protection against the intelligence surveillance that the Schrems case involved. Data localization attempts to minimize or avoid the transfer of personal data to third countries, but cannot protect data transfers on a broad scale. DPAs have a crucial role to play in the protection of personal data, but have a limited ability and willingness to enforce the law across borders, as shown by the fact that there has been very little enforcement related to the Schrems judgment.
In exploring the reality and illusion of protection for international data transfers, I will first summarize the CJEU's judgment in Schrems, before going on to examine its main holdings.
In particular, I will analyze the CJEU's affirmation of the fundamental right to data protection and extension of its scope to third countries, its strengthening of the role of the DPAs, and its definition of an adequate level of data protection for data transfers. I will explain why the correct legal measure of adequate protection for international data transfers under EU law is the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. I will also examine the concept of "essential equivalence" that the CJEU articulated, which both requires a high level of protection under the Charter, and raises questions as to how the DPAs and the courts will be able to cope with the burden that the CJEU has placed upon them.
I will then move to the meta level and discuss the implications of the Schrems judgment for the other data transfer mechanisms in the Directive and the GDPR, including the new Privacy Shield. I will show how legal issues of data transfer regulation are intertwined with the underlying political positions of the parties, and that the law cannot by itself provide a resolution of the disagreements between them unless they are willing to go beyond their preconceptions and consider the larger issues at stake. Finally, I will provide some suggestions on how to move the regulation of international data transfers from illusion to reality.
B. The Schrems Judgment

I. Background and Facts
The facts of the Schrems judgment will be briefly summarized here. Further information about the background of the case and Schrems' allegations is provided on the plaintiff's web site, 23 and in the judgment of the Irish High Court that resulted in the reference for a preliminary ruling to the CJEU. 24 Maximilian Schrems brought several complaints against Facebook before the Irish Data Protection Commissioner (DPC), based on, among other things, Facebook's membership in the Safe Harbour. Safe Harbour was a self-regulatory mechanism that US-based companies could join to provide protection for personal data transferred from the EU to the US. It was comprised of a set of principles based on EU data protection law with which Safe Harbour member companies had to comply, and was overseen by the US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) and US Department of Transportation (DOT). In 2000, the European Commission issued a formal decision under Article 25 of the Directive finding that transfers of personal data under the Safe Harbour provide adequate protection under EU data protection law. 25 Following the Snowden revelations of 2013, which contained allegations of widespread surveillance of Internet data by US intelligence agencies, Schrems filed further complaints with the DPC, alleging that there was no meaningful protection in US privacy law and practice with regard to intelligence surveillance. The DPC took the position that under Article 25(6) of the Directive, it could not question the European Commission's determination of the Safe Harbour as providing adequate protection. 26 Schrems argued that the DPC should use its statutory powers to find that no adequate protection existed under the Safe Harbour,
The Commission may find, in accordance with the procedure referred to in Article 31 (2), that a third country ensures an adequate level of protection within the meaning of paragraph 2 of this Article, by reason of its domestic law or of the international commitments it has entered into, particularly upon conclusion of the negotiations referred to in paragraph 5, for the protection of the private lives and basic freedoms and rights of individuals. Member States shall take the measures necessary to comply with the Commission's decision.
and that it should order Facebook to cease its data transfers to the US. In 2013, he sought judicial review in the Irish High Court against the DPC's decision not to proceed against Facebook. In his judgment of June 18, 2014, Mr. Justice Hogan of the High Court referred the following two questions to the CJEU:
(1) Whether in the course of determining a complaint which has been made to an independent office holder who has been vested by statute with the functions of administering and enforcing data protection legislation that personal data is being transferred to another third country (in this case, the United States of America) the laws and practices of which, it is claimed, do not contain adequate protections for the data subject, that office holder is absolutely bound by the Community finding to the contrary contained in [ [T]he existence of a decision adopted by the European Commission on the basis of Article 25(6) of Directive 95/46 does not have the effect of preventing a national supervisory authority from investigating a complaint alleging that a third country does not ensure an adequate level of protection of the personal data transferred and, where appropriate, from suspending the transfer of that data.
Furthermore, the Advocate General held that the Safe Harbour decision of the European Commission should be held invalid.
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II. Main Holdings
On October 6, 2015, the Grand Chamber of the CJEU issued its judgment. The CJEU broadly agreed with the conclusions of the Advocate General concerning the two questions put to it, finding that the DPAs were not prevented by Article 25(6) from examining claims related to the adequacy of protection under a European Commission decision, and that the decision underlying the Safe Harbour was invalid. The following were the main points that the CJEU made. In this section references in parentheses will be made to the relevant paragraphs of the judgment.
The CJEU first considered the powers of the national DPAs when the European Commission has issued an adequacy decision under Article 25(6) of the Directive. It found that all provisions of the Directive must be interpreted in light of a high level of fundamental rights protection under the Charter and the CJEU's case law interpreting the Charter (paragraphs 38-39). In considering the powers of the DPAs, the CJEU stressed the importance of their independence (paragraphs 40-43), and mentioned that their powers do not extend to data processing carried out in a third country (paragraph 44). It further held that the transfer of personal data to a third country is itself an act of data processing, and thus falls within Member State law (paragraph 45) and the supervisory powers of the DPAs (paragraph 47). Because a European Commission decision concerning adequacy under Article 25(6) of the Directive is binding on the Member States and must be given full effect by them, the DPAs cannot take measures contrary to such a decision (paragraph 52).
A European Commission decision cannot preclude an individual from filing a claim with a DPA concerning the adequacy of protection, nor can such a decision eliminate or reduce their powers (paragraphs 53-58). Such a claim is to be understood as essentially concerning "whether that decision is compatible with the protection of the privacy and of the fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals" (paragraph 59). Only the CJEU has the power to declare an act by the EU invalid, including a European Commission adequacy decision (paragraph 61), and while national courts and the DPAs may consider the validity of an act by the EU, they may not themselves declare it invalid (paragraph 62).
Thus, when an individual makes a claim to a DPA contesting the compatibility of a data transfer based on an adequacy decision with the protection of privacy and fundamental rights, the DPA must examine the claim "with all due diligence" (paragraph 63). When the DPA rejects such a claim as unfounded, the individual must have access to judicial remedies allowing him to contest this decision before national courts, and such courts "must stay proceedings and make a reference to the Court for a preliminary ruling on validity where they consider that one or more grounds for invalidity put forward by the parties or, as the case may be, raised by them of their own motion are well founded" (paragraph 64). Conversely, when the DPA finds such claim to be well-founded, it must "be able to engage in legal proceedings" (paragraph 65). As the Court stated in that paragraph, the national legislature must:
Provide for legal remedies enabling the national supervisory authority concerned to put forward the objections which it considers well founded before the national courts in order for them, if they share its doubts as to the validity of the Commission decision, to make a reference for a preliminary ruling for the purpose of examination of the decision's validity.
The CJEU then considered the validity of the Safe Harbour itself, agreeing with Mr. Justice Hogan that it was necessary to consider this question in order to give a full answer to the questions referred (paragraph 67). The CJEU went on in paragraph 73 to find that, based on the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, the term "an adequate level of protection" as used in the Directive must be understood as:
Requiring the third country in fact to ensure, by reason of its domestic law or its international commitments, a level of protection of fundamental rights and freedoms that is essentially equivalent to that guaranteed within the European Union by virtue of Directive 95/46 read in the light of the Charter.
This definition does not require that the level be identical to that under EU law (paragraph 73). Without this requirement, "the high level of protection guaranteed by Directive 95/46 read in the light of the Charter could easily be circumvented by transfers of personal data from the European Union to third countries for the purpose of being processed in those countries" (paragraph 73). While the means to which a third country has recourse for ensuring a high level of protection may differ from those employed within the EU, they must prove to be effective in practice (paragraph 74).
Assessing the level of protection in a third country requires the European Commission to "take account of all the circumstances surrounding a transfer of personal data to a third country" (paragraph 75), to check periodically whether the adequacy assessment is still justified (paragraph 76), and to take account of circumstances that have arisen after adoption of the decision (paragraph 77). All this means that "the Commission's discretion as to the adequacy of the level of protection ensured by a third country is reduced, with the result that review of the requirements stemming from Article 25 of Directive 95/46, read in the light of the Charter, should be strict" (paragraph 78).
The CJEU then dealt with the validity of the Safe Harbour adequacy decision. While it found that "a system of self-certification is not in itself contrary to the requirement laid down in Article 25(6) of Directive 95/46 that the third country concerned must ensure an adequate level of protection 'by reason of its domestic law or . . . international commitments,'" the reliability of such a system is based on "the establishment of effective detection and supervision mechanisms enabling any infringements of the rules ensuring the protection of fundamental rights, in particular the right to respect for private life and the right to protection of personal data, to be identified and punished in practice" (paragraph 81). It noted that public authorities in the US are not required to comply with the Safe Harbour principles (paragraph 82), and that the Safe Harbour decision of the European Commission does not contain sufficient findings explaining how the US ensures an adequate level of protection (paragraph 83).
The CJEU stated that application of the Safe Harbour principles may be limited to meet, for example, national security, public interest, or law enforcement requirements (paragraph 84), and the decision states that "[c]learly, where US law imposes a conflicting obligation, US organisations whether in the Safe Harbour or not must comply with the law" (paragraph 85). It found that these provisions in effect give US law primacy over EU fundamental rights in situations where they conflict (paragraphs 86-87), and that to establish an interference with fundamental rights, "it does not matter whether the information in question relating to private life is sensitive or whether the persons concerned have suffered any adverse consequences on account of that interference" (paragraph 87). Moreover, the Safe Harbour decision does not contain any finding concerning limitations on the powers of public authorities (such as law enforcement authorities) in the US to interfere with fundamental rights (paragraph 88).
The CJEU then referred to previous statements by the European Commission that the US authorities were able to access data transferred to the US and process it in a way that is incompatible with the purposes of transfer and with the principles of necessity and proportionality (paragraph 90). It mentioned the need under EU law for there to be clear and precise rules regarding the scope of application of a measure and for effective protection against the risk of abuse of data (paragraph 91), and that derogations and limitations in relation to data protection should apply only when strictly necessary (paragraph 92). The CJEU did not explicitly state whether US law meets EU standards, 29 but there is no doubt that the judgment is based on a condemnation of US intelligence gathering practices and their effect on fundamental rights under EU data protection law, 30 as can be seen, for example, in the CJEU's mention of studies by the European Commission finding 29 See Popp, supra note 12, for a statement of CJEU President, Koen Lenaerts, noting that "[w]e are not judging the U.S. system here, we are judging the requirements of EU law in terms of the conditions to transfer data to third countries, whatever they be." 30 See, e.g., Schrems, supra note 4, at para. 93 (implying that data transferred to the US are subject to undifferentiated storage, access, and use, such as it criticized in ECJ, Joined Cases C-293/12 and C-594/12, Digital Rights Ireland & Seitlinger, ECLI:EU:C:2014:238, Judgment of 8 April 2014) and para. 96-97 (finding that the Commission had not stated that the US law ensures an adequate level of data protection).
that US authorities were able to access data in ways that did not meet EU legal standards in areas such as purpose limitation, necessity, and proportionality. 31 The CJEU stated in paragraph 93 that:
Legislation is not limited to what is strictly necessary where it authorizes, on a generalized basis, storage of all the personal data of all the persons whose data has been transferred from the European Union to the United States without any differentiation, limitation or exception being made in the light of the objective pursued and without an objective criterion being laid down by which to determine the limits of the access of the public authorities to the data, and of its subsequent use, for purposes which are specific, strictly restricted and capable of justifying the interference which both access to that data and its use entail.
It found that "legislation permitting the public authorities to have access on a generalized basis to the content of electronic communications must be regarded as compromising the essence of the fundamental right to respect for private life, as guaranteed by Article 7 of the Charter" (paragraph 94), and went on to state in paragraph 95 that:
Legislation not providing for any possibility for an individual to pursue legal remedies in order to have access to personal data relating to him, or to obtain the rectification or erasure of such data, does not respect the essence of the fundamental right to effective judicial protection, as enshrined in Article 47 of the Charter.
The CJEU went on to note that the European Commission did not state in its Safe Harbour decision that the US ensures an adequate level of protection (paragraph 97), and that the decision was accordingly invalid, without there being any need for it to examine the substance of the Safe Harbour principles (paragraph 98). Throughout this section of the judgment, the CJEU makes extensive reference to its earlier ruling in Digital Rights Ireland, 32 in which the CJEU strongly affirmed data protection rights in the digital context. The CJEU also found that Article 3 of the Safe Harbour decision contained impermissible limitations on the powers of the data protection authorities (paragraphs 99-104). 31 See id. at para. 90. 32 See Digital Rights Ireland & Seitlinger, supra note 30.
C. Main Themes of the Judgment
The importance of the judgment rests in four main themes that the CJEU focused on and that will be discussed in turn.
I. Affirming the Right to Data Protection
The judgment strongly affirms data protection as a fundamental right under EU law. The CJEU makes repeated reference to fundamental rights under the Charter, and to previous data protection judgments such as Digital Rights Ireland and Google Spain. 33 This emphasis on fundamental rights is further demonstrated by the statement in paragraph 78 that the European Commission's discretion in judging the adequacy of protection in third countries should be "strict." The importance of the Schrems judgment for the protection of fundamental rights in the international context can also been seen in the frequent citations to it in the opinion of Advocate General Mengozzi of September 8, 2016, in a case concerning the validity of the draft agreement between Canada and the EU on the transfer and processing of airline passenger name record data. 34 The CJEU found that generalized access to data by public authorities-for example, law enforcement authorities-compromises the essence of the right to private life under Article 7 of the Charter, but did not mention whether such access also violates the essence of the right to data protection under Article 8 of the Charter. The rights to data protection and privacy are closely linked, and surveillance by intelligence services self-evidently involves the processing of personal data. The CJEU's failure to mention the essence of the right to data protection may thus reflect its longstanding confusion about the distinction between the right to data protection and privacy. 35 
II. Application of Data Protection Rights to Third Countries
The CJEU indicated that while it was not directly applying EU law to third countries (paragraph 44), EU law did apply to data transfers under the Safe Harbour because "the operation consisting in having personal data transferred from a Member State to a third country constitutes, in itself, processing of personal data within the meaning of Article 2(b) of Directive 95/46." 36 In the end, the distinction between the direct application of EU law in a third country and the transfer of EU-based data to such a country does not matter because in most cases transfers are only possible when the third country provides protections based on EU data protection standards. EU law thus applies indirectly to data processing in third countries via the mechanism of data transfer regulation.
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The Court's only previous case dealing specifically with regulation of international data transfers was its Lindqvist judgment of 2003, 38 in which it found that there is no data transfer to a third country within the meaning of Article 25 of the Directive when an individual in a Member State loads personal data onto an Internet page stored on a site hosted within the EU. The judgment in Schrems goes beyond Lindqvist by relating the requirement of an adequate level of data protection under the Directive to the level of data protection required by the Charter. 39 The CJEU thus requires a high level of data protection for data transfers to third countries so that, if it were faced today with a case involving facts similar to those in Lindqvist, it would likely be more hesitant to find that data transfer regulation does not apply to placing personal data on an Internet site.
Many third countries incorporate the standards of EU data protection law into their own law so that the conclusions of the CJEU in Schrems will reverberate around the world. By defining the standard that third countries must meet to be declared "adequate" as that of essential equivalence with EU law, the CJEU has set the global data protection bar at a high level.
Bradford has referred to the so-called "Brussels effect," in which the EU is engaged in unilateral regulation of global markets, 40 and which can be seen in the influence that EU data protection law has had on the development of data protection legislation in many third countries. 41 The Schrems judgment can be seen as an indirect example of the Brussels effect because it seems to be based on the rationale that withholding recognition of data transfers to the US may result in the US adopting standards closer to the European model. 42 The irony is that despite the criticisms that caused the CJEU to invalidate the Safe Harbour decision, 37 See CHRISTOPHER KUNER, TRANSBORDER DATA FLOWS AND DATA PRIVACY LAW 125-129 (2013). 42 See Popp, supra note 12 (including a statement by CJEU President, Koen Lenaerts, "[i]f this is also affecting some dealings internationally, why would Europe not be proud to contribute its requiring standards of respect of fundamental rights to the world in general?").
research into privacy compliance "on the ground" has found that EU law in general, and the Safe Harbour in particular, have played an important role in shaping how companies in the US process personal data. 43 Time will tell whether the new Privacy Shield will lead to further influence of EU data protection concepts on US practices.
III. The Role of the DPAs
By confirming that DPAs may not be precluded from examining the level of data protection in a third country set out in European Commission adequacy decisions, the CJEU substantially strengthened their role at the expense of the Commission. The judgment practically invites individuals to bring claims regarding the adequacy of protection in third countries to DPAs, who are then required to use "all due diligence" to examine them. 44 The DPAs are notoriously short on personnel and resources, 45 and evaluating the level of data protection in third countries can be a complicated exercise, so this new role will put a substantial burden on them.
There is tension between the encouragement the CJEU gave the DPAs in Schrems to use their powers under national law and the need for a more harmonized view of fundamental rights under the Charter. Article 25 of the Directive was intended to lead to a harmonized procedure for European Commission adequacy decisions, 46 but under the judgment, DPAs may take their own views of the adequacy of protection in third countries, though they may not themselves declare a decision illegal. In particular, the DPAs may use the powers granted to them by national law under Article 28 of the Directive, which the CJEU lists as "in particular, investigative powers, such as the power to collect all the information necessary for the performance of their supervisory duties, effective powers of intervention, such as that of imposing a temporary or definitive ban on processing of data, and the power to engage in legal proceedings." 47 43 See KENNETH BAMBERGER & DEIRDRE MULLIGAN, PRIVACY ON THE GROUND 65 (2015) (noting with regard to a survey of company privacy officers in the US that "respondents explained that European law plays a large role in shaping such company-wide privacy policies," and that "the influence of US law was evidenced by specific activities such as Safe Harbor certification"). 44 See Schrems, supra note 4, at para. 78. 45 Under the GDPR, DPAs are also explicitly given the power to order the suspension of data flows to third countries. 48 This may result in a patchwork of different views among the DPAs and Member State courts on the level of protection in third countries, which effectively defeats the purpose of adequacy decisions by subjecting them to differing national interpretations and miring them in challenges to their validity.
At the same time, the CJEU has emphasized the need to take a more uniform view of fundamental rights under harmonizing measures such as the GDPR. 49 The consistency and cooperation mechanisms of the GDPR, 50 which require the DPAs to cooperate in the scope of the work of the new EU Data Protection Board-replacing the Article 29 Working Partywill also create pressure for the DPAs to adopt a more harmonized view of the adequacy of third countries. The DPAs will thus be caught between the CJEU's encouragement to make use of their enforcement powers on the one hand, and the need to adopt a harmonized interpretation of the standards for adequacy on the other hand.
IV. Defining an Adequate Level of Data Protection
The most controversial issue dealt with in the judgment is the CJEU's definition of an adequate level of protection for international data transfers under the Directive, which it defines as protection that is "essentially equivalent" but not necessarily "identical" to that under EU law. The standard that the CJEU adopts is best understood as a high degree of protection as determined by reference to the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights. At the same time, the allocation to the Member States of responsibility for national security presents the risk of gaps in the level of data protection, which should be addressed by the EU legislator and the CJEU.
The Charter as the Standard
The CJEU states several times in the Schrems judgment that the fundamental right to data protection is to be measured against the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights, 51 and makes frequent references both to the Charter and to previous judgments applying it, in particular 48 See GDPR, supra note 3, art. 58(2)(j). 49 See ECJ, Case C-399/11, Melloni v Ministerio Fiscal, ECLI:EU:C:2013:107, Judgment of 26 February 2013 (finding that when the EU legislator has harmonized fundamental rights protection in an exhaustive way, Member States are not allowed to "top up" fundamental rights protection). 50 See GDPR, supra note 3, art. 60-76. 51 See, e.g., Schrems, supra note 4 at para. 38 (stating that "It should be recalled first of all that the provisions of Directive 95/46, inasmuch as they govern the processing of personal data liable to infringe fundamental freedoms, in particular the right to respect for private life, must necessarily be interpreted in the light of the fundamental rights guaranteed by the Charter"). Id. at para. 67 (stating that "It should be examined whether that decision complies with the requirements stemming from Directive 95/46 read in the light of the Charter").
Digital Rights Ireland. It also points out that the standard for an adequate level of protection is high, 52 and that the European Commission's review of requirements deriving from Article 25 of the Directive should be read strictly in light of the Charter. 53 The CJEU's case law also generally relies on the Charter in assessing fundamental rights. 54 Thus, the Charter is the measure for the regulation of international data transfers from the EU.
Under the Treaty on European Union (the "TEU"), 55 national security is the sole responsibility of each Member State. National security activities also fall outside the scope of the Directive and the GDPR. 56 The allocation of legislative competences in EU law, however, is not the same as the scope of application of the Charter. 57 The Charter applies to the Member States when they implement EU law, 58 and thus it applies to situations covered by the Directive as well-for example, when EU companies acting as data controllers transfer data to EU or third country intelligence services. 59 It also applies to many data protection situations involving national security, such as restrictions of data protection rights under Article 13(1)(a) of the Directive, 60 and to investigations regarding such restrictions by DPAs under Article 28(4) of the Directive.
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Nor does the fact that Article 4 TEU places competence for national security with the Member States necessarily mean that the Charter does not apply to the activities of third countries when they violate the fundamental rights of EU individuals. The territorial scope 52 Id. at para. 39, 72, and 73. 53 Id. at para. 78. 54 60 Art. 13(1)(a) provides that "Member States may adopt legislative measures to restrict the scope of the obligations and rights provided for in Articles 6(1), 10, 11(1), 12 and 21 when such a restriction constitutes a necessary measures to safeguard: (a) national security . . . ." Art. 23 of the GDPR, supra note 3, also allows restrictions to be put on data protection rights for national security reasons under strict conditions. 61 Art. 28(4) provides in part that, "Each supervisory authority shall, in particular, hear claims for checks on the lawfulness of data processing lodged by any person when the national provisions adopted pursuant to Article 13 of this Directive apply." of the Charter is the same as that of EU law, 62 and to the extent that EU law can apply to the activities of third country intelligence agencies, the Charter should as well.
The divergence between the level at which fundamental rights law is enacted-at the EU level-and that at which national security activities are carried out-by the Member States-risks producing gaps in protection. On the one hand, the Charter sets a high standard for the fundamental right of data protection, but on the other hand, national security activities are carried out by the Member States. In many situations involving data protection rights either EU law applies or there is an overlap between EU and Member State law, which results in application of EU law and thus, the application of the Charter. When EU law does not apply, such situations are governed solely by Member State constitutional law. 63 This could reduce the level of protection if data protection standards under Member State law are lower than those under the Charter. This risk is increased by the fact that it is often difficult to determine whether data are processed for national security purposes or not; for example, personal data may be collected or transferred for commercial or personal reasons but then may be accessed by national intelligence agencies and processed for national security purposes after the fact. 64 It seems likely that the CJEU would take a restrictive view of claims that the Charter should not apply to data protection issues involving national security. Under Article 53, nothing in the Charter can be interpreted as adversely affecting human rights, and the constitutional autonomy of EU law, which the CJEU has taken pains to emphasize, 65 would not tolerate a lowering of the level of fundamental rights under the Charter based on the positions of some Member States or under a margin of discretion or appreciation based on the European Convention of Human Rights. 66 The G e r m a n L a w J o u r n a l Vol. 18 No. 04 authority of the Praesidium of the Convention that drafted it also state that the Charter does not follow a "lowest common denominator" approach, and that Charter rights should be interpreted to offer a high standard of protection. 67 The Charter is intended to prevent a "race to the bottom" in fundamental rights standards, 68 such as could occur if low standards in certain Member States were taken as the measure for the fundamental right to data protection. Thus, allocation of legislative competence over national security to the Member States rather than the EU does not mean that they have unfettered discretion to interpret the concept of national security in order to remove their activities from scrutiny under EU fundamental rights law.
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The unclear delineation and definition of "national security" can produce confusion about the standards that should apply to Member State activities. 70 There is an urgent need for limitation or clarification of the meaning of the term in the context of data protection rights. Hopefully a case involving the allocation of national security to the Member States will reach the CJEU, in order to clarify the conditions under which the Charter applies to data protection issues that are affected by national security activities.
Following the Schrems judgment, some commentators (particularly those in the US) argued that it is hypocritical for EU policymakers and the CJEU to concern themselves with the standards of data protection for intelligence surveillance outside the EU, when the standards to lower the level of protection below that guaranteed by EU law, by virtue of Article 53 of the Charter, the CJEU will be precluded from interpreting the provisions of the Charter in a regressive fashion"). While Member States essentially retain the freedom to determine the requirements of public policy and public security in accordance with their national needs, which can vary from one Member State to another and from one era to another, particularly as justification for a derogation from the fundamental principle of free movement of persons, those requirements must nevertheless be interpreted strictly, so that their scope cannot be determined unilaterally by each Member State without any control by the institutions of the European Union. that apply in the EU seem lacking in many respects. 71 In addition, there is widespread sharing of information by intelligence agencies of the Member States with the US, both under the "Five Eyes" 72 intelligence-sharing network (which includes Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the UK, and the US), and under bilateral arrangements involving Member States, such as France 73 and Germany.
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Strictly speaking, the data protection standards of Member State intelligence agencies are irrelevant for judging the standard of protection offered by third countries, and a violation of fundamental rights by a third country cannot be excused because Member State standards may be lacking. Yet, in a moral and political sense, the legitimacy of EU fundamental rights protection is undermined if the EU is viewed as holding third countries to standards that it is not willing to abide by itself. It would enhance the legitimacy of EU law in the eyes of third countries if national security was clearly brought within the ambit of EU fundamental rights law.
The Meaning of "Essentially Equivalent"
In the Schrems judgment, the CJEU explained that the standard of protection that third countries must meet under Article 25 of the Directive is one that is "essentially equivalent" to that under the Directive in light of the Charter. 75 It did so despite the fact that when the Directive was adopted, the EU legislator specifically preferred the term "adequate protection" over "equivalent protection." 76 The CJEU gave the following points of orientation to interpret the concept of essential equivalence (with parenthetical citations to the judgment): (1) There must be a high level of fundamental rights protection under the Charter and the CJEU's case law interpreting the Charter (paragraphs 38-39, 73), which 71 should be judged strictly (paragraph 78). (2) The third country in question must have a means for ensuring a high level of protection that is effective in practice (paragraph 74), in light of all the circumstances surrounding a transfer of personal data to a third country (paragraph 75). This must include periodic checks as to whether the adequacy assessment is still justified (paragraph 76) and take into account all circumstances that have arisen after adoption of the decision (paragraph 77). (3) Adequate protection must take into account the country's domestic law or international commitments (paragraph 71). (4) Any system of selfcertification must be reliably based on effective detection and supervision mechanisms enabling infringements of the rules, in particular the right to respect for private life and the protection of personal data, to be identified and punished in practice (paragraph 81). (5) An adequacy decision must include a detailed explanation of how a country ensures an adequate level of protection (paragraph 83). (6) There must not be limitations based on national security, public interest, or law enforcement requirements that give third country law primacy over EU law (paragraphs 85-87). (7) Limitations must be placed on the power of public authorities (such as law enforcement authorities) to interfere with fundamental rights (paragraph 88). In particular, any such access must be strictly necessary and proportionate to the protection of values such as national security (paragraph 90), there must be clear and precise rules regarding the scope of application of a measure for effective protection against the risk of abuse of data (paragraph 91), and derogations and limitations in relation to data protection should apply only when strictly necessary (paragraph 92). (8) Third country legislation must not authorize, on a generalized basis, storage of all the personal data transferred without any differentiation, limitation, or exception being made in light of the objective pursued and without an objective criterion being laid down to determine the limits to the data, and its subsequent use, for purposes which are specific, strictly restricted, and capable of justifying the interference entailed by access to that data and its use (paragraph 93).
The term "essentially equivalent" seems to imply a comparison between third country data protection standards and EU standards, an undertaking that is fraught with difficulty. Data protection and privacy are "context-bound and linked to culture," 77 making them difficult areas for comparative analysis. There are numerous theories used to compare different systems and concepts of constitutional and public law, 78 and selecting and refining the correct methodological approach in order to evaluate foreign legal systems of data protection is a lengthy and complex process. The European Commission has internal guidelines for evaluating the adequacy of the data protection law of third countries which 77 have never been made public, and the process of reaching an adequacy finding can take several years and involve participation by outside academic experts in foreign law. Comparison of legal systems is not a mechanical exercise-particularly in an area like data protection-and requires going beyond analysis of legal texts to consider factors such as constitutional protection, treaty protection, human rights institutions, civil law protection, criminal law, administrative law, and self-regulation. 79 The Schrems judgment foresees DPAs being able to question European Commission adequacy decisions, and individuals being able to challenge them before national courts. One may be skeptical about how a DPA, with its limited resources, or a national court, with its focus on national or EU law, can conduct a meaningful comparison between third country law and EU data protection law. Because the determinations of national courts will generally be accepted by the CJEU without further inquiry if a reference for a preliminary ruling is sent to it, 80 there is a risk that the decision of whether essential equivalence exists could be made based on an insufficient evaluation of foreign law, such as when the evidence concerning foreign law is delivered only by a single party and is uncontested (as happened in the Irish proceeding that resulted the referral to the CJEU in Schrems 81 ). In private international law scholarship, situations where evidence of foreign law is presented uncontested by a single party have been criticized as a "false application of foreign law,". 82 Intervention in references to the CJEU for a preliminary ruling is not possible, 83 meaning that there is no chance for third parties (such as foreign governments or academic experts) to provide further clarification on data protection standards in third countries. If the Court is going to deal increasingly with third country law, then its procedural rules should allow it to make an accurate evaluation of foreign law.
The fate of adequacy decisions will likely depend to a large extent on the record in the national cases that are referred to the CJEU for a decision. This makes it important for third countries to monitor proceedings in national courts regarding the validity of adequacy decisions concerning them and to attempt to intervene in such proceedings at the national level when possible, because all parties to the main proceedings at the national level may 79 See GRAHAM GREENLEAF, ASIAN DATA PRIVACY LAWS 53 (2014). 80 See KOEN LENAERTS, IGNACE MASELIS, & KATHLEEN GUTMAN, EU PROCEDURAL LAW 15562 (Kindle ed. 2014) (noting that "under settled case-law, in the context of preliminary ruling proceedings, the Court of Justice is not entitled to rule on facts or points of national law, or to verify whether they are correct"). 9 0 2 G e r m a n L a w J o u r n a l Vol. 18 No. 04 then participate in the procedure before the CJEU. 84 The CJEU could also consider ordering measures of inquiry, such as expert reports, pursuant to its Rules of Procedure, which is permitted in a preliminary ruling on the validity of an EU act. 85 By finding that adequacy requires essential equivalence with EU law, the CJEU's intention seems to have been to emphasize that the level of protection that third countries offer must be high and come close to that under EU law, without being absolutely identical. This could well have been expressed in other terms with the same meaning, such as by saying that third countries "must meet a high standard of protection under the Charter" or something similar. Thus, examining the data protection standards required by the Charter and its interpretation in cases like Digital Rights Ireland and Schrems is more likely to lead to a meaningful understanding of the standard the CJEU requires than is merely parsing the linguistic meaning of the terms "essentially" and "equivalent."
The EU-US Privacy Shield and the GDPR
An evaluation of the voluminous documentation that comprises the Privacy Shield would exceed the scope of this article. 86 Rather, the focus will be on its implications for EU regulation of international data transfers.
The basic construction of the Privacy Shield is similar to that of the Safe Harbour, in that it is based on a set of principles derived from EU data protection law that companies can voluntarily self-certify to, and compliance with which is policed by the FTC and DOT. The substance of the Privacy Shield includes both primary 87 85 See Lenaerts, Maselis, and Gutman, supra note 80, at 19002-015 (noting that "it would be perfectly possible for measures of inquiry to be ordered pursuant to art. 64(2) of the ECJ Rules of Procedure"). Art 64(2) foresees such measures as "the commissioning of an expert's report". 86 The complete documentation of the Privacy Shield can be found at http://ec.europa.eu/justice/dataprotection/international-transfers/eu-us-privacy-shield/index_en.htm and https://www.privacyshield.gov/EU-USFramework. 87 The principles include Notice, Choice, Accountability for Onward Transfer; Security; Data Integrity and Purpose Limitation; Access; and Recourse Enforcement and Liability. Safe Harbour, the Privacy Shield also includes commitments from US national security officials concerning protections given to data from EU citizens, as well as letters and statements from other US government officials.
The negotiations between the EU and the US were marked by secrecy, and there was political pressure to have the Privacy Shield enacted as quickly as possible. 89 Both the Article 29 Working Party and the European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS) have expressed doubts about its compatibility with EU data protection standards. 90 US President Trump has also stated that he will repeal all of the executive orders issued by former President Obama, 91 some of which form an essential element of the Privacy Shield. 92 All these factors suggest that the Privacy Shield may have an uncertain fate before the CJEU.
The application of the GDPR will also present challenges for the Privacy Shield. The GDPR includes a detailed definition of what constitutes "adequacy" for data transfers to third countries that incorporates the standards adopted by the CJEU in Schrems. 93 The GDPR is much more complex than the Directive under which Schrems was decided, and includes rules in a number of areas that are not covered in the Privacy Shield. 94 This suggests that the Privacy Shield may have to be substantially amended in order to continue to provide protection that is "essentially equivalent" once the GDPR comes into force. The European Commission seems to realize this because it has promised to suspend the Privacy Shield as 89 See, e.g., Zoya Sheftalovich, 5 Takeaways from the Privacy Shield, POLITICO, Feb. 29, 2016, http://www.politico.eu/article/privacy-shield-agreement-takeaways-text-released/ (stating that "the Council's biggest concern is how quickly the new arrangement can be up and running"). 91 See Donald J. Trump, Remarks at a Rally at the Greenville Convention Center in Greenville, North Carolina (Sept 6, 2016), http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/?pid=119197, (including Trump's statement that "we are going to eliminate every unconstitutional executive order and restore the rule of law to our land"). 92 See Commission Implementing Decision 2016/1250, supra note 13 (emphasizing in Recitals 68-69 the importance of US Presidential Policy Directive 28 of 17 January 2014 for the Privacy Shield). 93 See GDPR, supra note 3, art. 45(2). 94 For example, concerning the use of data protection impact assessments (art. 35 GDPR); data portability (art. 20 GDPR); and data protection by design and by default (art. 25 GDPR).
I. Introduction
The rule of law requires the consistent application of legal rules to similar situations, 97 and the CJEU strives to ensure that its judgments enjoy legitimacy based on criteria such as coherency with existing case law, predictability, and avoidance of arbitrariness. 98 It is therefore important to look beyond the Safe Harbour and investigate the implications of the Schrems judgment for the other legal bases for data transfers under the Directive, particularly because the legality of one of them (the standard contractual clauses) is at issue in the Schrems II case currently before the Irish courts.
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There are three legal bases for international data transfers mentioned in the Directive, namely adequacy decisions issued by the European Commission (Article 25), "adequate safeguards" (Article 26(2), known as "appropriate safeguards" under the GDPR 100 ), and derogations (Article 26(1)), the standards for which all differ. The GDPR retains all three of these legal bases.
As clarified by the CJEU in Schrems, an adequacy decision requires that the legal system of a third country be "essentially equivalent" to that of EU data protection law, which represents the highest standard. When there is no adequacy in the third country to which data are to be transferred, adequate safeguards may be used. Such safeguards are based not on a detailed evaluation of the legal system of the country to which the data are to be transferred 95 See Commission Implementing Decision (EU) 2016/1250, supra note 13, note 208 (stating:
As of the date of application of the General Data Protection Regulation, the Commission will make use of its powers to adopt, on duly justified imperative grounds of urgency, an implementing act suspending the present decision which shall apply immediately without its prior submission to the relevant comitology committee and shall remain in force for a period not exceeding six months.
(emphasis added)). 96 See id. Recital 146. as is the case in an adequacy decision, but are a set of protections that apply to the particular data transfer. They can be seen as the middle level of protection. Finally, derogations, by definition, may apply when there is no essential equivalence nor appropriate safeguards that can be used. 101 In such a case, there may not be any protection in place, which makes derogations the lowest standard.
In theory, the difference in standards between the three sets of legal bases for data transfers means that one may be invalid without affecting the others. For example, the fact that an adequacy decision is invalid for not providing essential equivalence (the highest standard) does not mean that a transfer may not be possible based on adequate safeguards (the middle standard). Yet, if criticism of an adequacy decision can be applied by analogy to other legal bases for data transfer, or if data gathering practices that result in invalidation of an adequacy decision also violate the standards of these other bases, then this would seem to raise questions about their continued viability as well.
II. Commission Adequacy Decisions
Article 25 of the Directive provides that transfers of personal data require that the third country provide an adequate level of data protection. The most prominent method of ensuring adequate protection is via a formal adequacy decision of the European Commission, of which the Safe Harbour was an example. 102 The Schrems judgment is based on a strict interpretation of the standards of data protection in third countries, and on a strong emphasis on the protection of data protection rights when transferring data internationally.
103 These criteria must be applied to other adequacy decisions as well.
The same points made by the CJEU concerning access to data by the US intelligence services could be raised concerning several other adequacy decisions. Two of the countries that participate in the international "Five Eyes" intelligence sharing network have also been found adequate, namely Canada 104 and New Zealand. 105 The judgment in Schrems is based on findings of the Irish High Court that US surveillance programs revealed "the large scale collection and processing of personal data"; 106 that there was a "'significant over-reach' on the part of the NSA and other federal agencies"; 107 and that in the US there has been "indiscriminate surveillance and interception carried out by them on a large scale." 108 In light of these findings, it seems unclear how countries such as those that are part of the Five Eyes network and have deep and longstanding intelligence-sharing arrangements with the US can provide a level of data protection that is "essentially equivalent" to the protection provided by EU law. This question could also be asked of Israel, which has been found adequate despite having a longstanding tradition of intelligence cooperation with the US.
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III. Adequate Safeguards
Article 26(2) of the Directive provides that transfers may be carried out absent adequate protection in the third country to which personal data are transferred "where the controller adduces adequate safeguards with respect to the protection of the privacy and fundamental rights and freedoms of individuals and as regards the exercise of the corresponding rights; such safeguards may in particular result from appropriate contractual clauses." The GDPR maintains the concept of adequate safeguards, which it refers to as "appropriate safeguards," and adds a number of conditions to their use.
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Under the Directive and the GDPR, two main types of "adequate safeguards" are recognized, namely contractual clauses and binding corporate rules (BCRs). Contractual clauses are concluded between the data exporter in the EU and the data importer outside the EU to whom the data are sent, and contain obligations on each to provide certain protections to the personal data. They can either be "standard contractual clauses," the text of which is standardized and adopted by a formal decision of the European Commission, 111 or ad hoc clauses that are drafted in each specific case and may need to be approved by the DPAs before use.
112 BCRs are legally-binding internal codes that are adopted by a corporate group and approved by DPAs, and provide a legal framework for data transfers within the group or to it. 113 The standard for what constitutes adequate safeguards has been set forth in the detailed guidance that has been issued by the European Commission and the Article 29 Working Party concerning standard contractual clauses and BCRs-for example, the European Commission decisions recognizing standard clauses 114 and the Article 29 Working Party's opinions on both these methods of transfer.
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Adequate safeguards were not at issue in the Schrems case, so that in a formal legal sense the judgment did not affect them. A Communication issued by the European Commission in November 2015 emphasized that following the judgment other data transfer mechanisms under the Directive may still be used, such as derogations, for example consent under Article 26(1) of the Directive, and adequate safeguards, for example BCRs or standard contractual clauses under Article 26(2). 116 As stated above, a case is currently pending before the Irish courts that is likely to be referred to the CJEU concerning the validity of the standard contractual clauses. third countries. Moreover, in a practical sense, the powers of intelligence services to access data far exceed any protections that can be granted by contracts or corporate compliance policies. Decisions by the European Commission and opinions by the Article 29 Working Party on standard contractual clauses and BCRs also make it clear that adequate safeguards cannot allow data access by law enforcement and intelligence agencies of third countries that goes beyond what is necessary in a democratic society and has a substantial adverse effect on the guarantees provided by applicable data protection law.
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In his submission to the CJEU, Schrems implied that the use of the standard contractual clauses results in a higher level of protection than does an adequacy decision like Safe Harbour, because transfers under the clauses are "under supervision by DPAs."
119 Yet, not all Member States require that the standard clauses be filed with the DPAs, 120 and under the GDPR, the use of the standard clauses adopted by the Commission or by a DPA does not require DPA authorization. 121 In addition, under the Directive, the DPAs' statutory enforcement powers end at their national borders.
122 While the standard contractual clauses do include provisions giving the DPAs rights with regard to data importers, 123 they cannot allow the DPAs to exercise their statutory powers in third countries. Thus, the argument that the use of adequate safeguards provides added protection because of DPA involvement is essentially a legal fiction.
The conclusions of the CJEU in Schrems have thus undermined the logical consistency of using adequate safeguards to transfer personal data. The European Commission and the DPAs have allowed standard contractual clauses and BCRs to be used for years although it has been clear that they cannot provide effective protection against intelligence surveillance, suggesting that until now they have implicitly factored the possibility of such surveillance into the definition of "adequate safeguards." The strict standard for data protection rights applied by the CJEU in Schrems judgments raises the question of whether this is compatible with EU fundamental rights law.
IV. Derogations
Article 26(1) of the Directive includes derogations to the restrictions on data transfers to third countries. The derogations are meant to cover situations in which there is no adequate protection in the country of data transfer, but "[t]he risks to the data subject are relatively small" or " [o] ther interests (public interests or those of the data subject himself) override the data subject's right to privacy."
124 They are to be narrowly construed, 125 and cannot generally provide a long-term framework for "repeated or structural data transfers."
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Under the Directive, these derogations apply in the following situations: "The data subject has given his consent unambiguously to the proposed transfer" (26(1)(a)); or "the transfer is necessary for the performance of a contract between the data subject and the controller or the implementation of precontractual measures taken in response to the data subject's request" (26(1)(b)); or "the transfer is necessary for the conclusion or performance of a contract concluded in the interest of the data subject between the controller and a third party" (26(1)(c)); or "the transfer is necessary or legally required on important public interest grounds, or for the establishment, exercise or defense of legal claims" (26(1)(d)); or "the transfer is necessary in order to protect the vital interests of the data subject" (26(1)(e)); or "[T]he transfer is made from a register which according to laws or regulations is intended to provide information to the public and which is open to consultation either by the public in general or by any person who can demonstrate legitimate interest, to the extent that the conditions laid down in law for consultation are fulfilled in the particular case" (26(1)(f)). The GDPR maintains these derogations, and also allows data transfers under certain narrow circumstances based on the compelling legitimate interests of the data controller.
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As is the case with appropriate safeguards, the use of derogations was not at issue in the Schrems judgment. Because the derogations are designed for situations where no adequate protection exists or no adequate safeguards can be used, their use is not directly affected by Schrems, as long as the conditions for application of the derogations are observed, i.e., they must be narrowly construed and not used for repeated or structural data transfers, and 124 as derogations from a fundamental right must be interpreted strictly. 128 Since by definition derogations do not provide any protection, they cannot guard against intelligence surveillance such as was at issue in Schrems.
E. Conclusions
I. Data Transfer Regulation Between Reality and Illusion
The Schrems judgment demonstrates both the reality and the illusion of the regulation of international data transfers under EU data protection law. The CJEU's strong affirmation of the application of the Charter to international data transfers continues the reality of legal protection for data protection rights that was advanced in Digital Rights Ireland and other judgments.
At the same time, it shows how EU law maintains the "exalting illusion" of imagining that EU standards can protect data transfers on a global basis. The points upon which the CJEU relied to invalidate the Safe Harbour can be applied analogously to other legal mechanisms for data transfers under the Directive as well, and the system the judgment sets up for having adequacy decisions evaluated at the national level will be difficult to implement in practice. While the Charter provides the measure of adequate protection for data transfers in most cases, the exemption of national security from EU competence causes gaps in protection. The judgment thus lays bare the internal contradictions of the regulation of data transfers under EU law, and shows how its unilateral application cannot provide complete protection for data transfers to third countries. This is illustrated by the fact that despite the CJEU's strong affirmation of data protection rights in the judgment, little enforcement action was taken 129 in the period between the invalidation of the Safe Harbour and the entry into force of the Privacy Shield. Such a failure of enforcement can only lead to a lack of respect for data protection law. 
II. Bureaucracy and Formalism in Data Transfer Regulation
The regulation of international data transfers relies heavily on bureaucratic, formalistic measures, including the signature of contractual clauses, consent clauses in online forms, lengthy processes for the approval of BCRs by DPAs, filings of forms with DPAs where companies provide information about their data processing and data transfer practices, and other similar mechanisms. The procedure for having third countries declared "adequate" by the European Commission is also a triumph of bureaucracy and formalism over substance, and has been criticized as inefficient, 131 untransparent, 132 and subject to political influence. 133 The inefficiency of the process is demonstrated by the low number of adequacy decisions issued since the Directive came into effect in 1998. There are only thirteen data protection adequacy decisions currently in force, but by contrast the European Commission has made well over 100 decisions in the last few years finding third country legal regimes equivalent to EU rules in areas of financial services regulation such as accounting standards, statutory audits, and the operation of credit rating agencies. 134 While the slow pace of adopting adequacy decisions in data protection may partly reflect the wide variety of approaches to data privacy around the world and the difficulty of comparing different systems of fundamental rights, it may also be caused, at least in part, by the opacity and poorly defined nature of the process.
Like any fundamental right, data protection cannot be reduced to a set of formalistic or bureaucratic procedures. The CJEU in Schrems emphasized that protections provided for personal data transferred from the EU to third countries must "prove, in practice, effective in order to ensure protection essentially equivalent to that guaranteed within the European 131 See ARTICLE 29 WORKING PARTY, The Future of Privacy WP 168 (Dec. 1, 2009), at 10-11 (regarding problems with the EU system for reaching adequacy determinations and stating that the process for reaching adequacy decisions should be "redesigned"). 132 See KUNER, supra note 37, at 48. Union (emphasis added)." 135 Both the European Court of Human Rights 136 and the Article 29 Working Party 137 require that remedies for data protection violations be effective in practice as well as in law. Individuals in the EU whose data are transferred internationally are also interested in ensuring that their rights are protected in practice, as is indicated by the widespread concern among Europeans about the misuse of their data online. 138 Access to personal data transferred under Safe Harbour by the US intelligence services was one of the main factors underlying the Schrems judgment, which can be seen in the CJEU's criticism that the Safe Harbour principles can be limited by national security or law enforcement requirements, 139 the lack of limits on data use under US law for national security purposes, 140 and the Safe Harbour's failure to contain any legal protection dealing with US intelligence surveillance. 141 In light of this, one can only conclude that the judgment requires meaningful and effective protection against intelligence surveillance by third countries. Procedures such as checking consent boxes on online forms, signing contractual clauses, or having BCRs approved by DPAs cannot restrain data access by foreign intelligence services. At a legal level, EU law does not constrain the actions of the public authorities and agencies of third countries, and at a practical level, their capabilities are not in any way hindered by such procedural mechanisms.
The Privacy Shield contains a number of paper-based, formalistic requirements, such as submitting a detailed self-certification statement annually to the US Department of Commerce, 142 developing and publishing a privacy policy statement, 143 and filing a registration with an independent recourse mechanism. 144 Some elements of the Privacy Shield do seem to offer hope of more effective protection against data access by law enforcement and intelligence authorities, such as a detailed annual joint review of the Privacy Shield by the European Commission, DPAs, and various US government agencies, 145 and the establishment by the US of a Privacy Shield Ombudsperson to deal with questions relating to oversight of national security authorities. 146 The proposed Umbrella Agreement 147 and changes to US legislation 148 also seem to be steps in the right direction, and could provide additional legal support to the Privacy Shield.
It will take several years before the CJEU has a chance to opine on the Privacy Shield, so that there is a window of opportunity to determine how it works in practice. Unless one is unalterably opposed to resolving questions concerning international data transfers through cooperation between legal systems, it seems worthwhile to give the Privacy Shield a chance to prove itself. If it does lead to a higher level of protection in practice, then it deserves to survive; if not, then it will no doubt suffer the same fate as the Safe Harbour.
III. Data Localization
The Schrems judgment has provoked interest in what can be described as data localization, meaning measures or policies to encourage or require the storage of personal data inside the borders of the EU. 149 Incentives have been proposed to store the data of European companies on servers located within the EU, 150 and a number of US-based companies have announced plans to store data in Europe. 151 The CJEU has also hinted that fundamental rights law may require the storage of personal data within the boundaries of the EU in certain circumstances. 152 The question is whether data localization can provide complete protection against data access by the intelligence services; the answer seems to be "no."
It is obvious that not all data processing services can be located in the EU. Thus, using data localization to avoid data transfers to third countries may help in isolated cases, but cannot be a large-scale solution. From the popularity of Internet services, 153 it is clear that Europeans want to communicate with parties in third countries and exchange data with them. Under both EU and international human rights law, individuals have a right to communicate and transfer data "regardless of frontiers," 154 suggesting that the ability to communicate across national borders is a necessary component of the right to freedom of expression. 155 Storing data on computers physically located in the EU Member States removes them from the direct enforcement jurisdiction of third countries because under international law public authorities may generally not enforce laws abroad without the consent of the country where enforcement is to be carried out. 156 It may also be easier for EU individuals to assert their data protection rights with regard to data stored in the EU, because EU law provides a framework for the assertion of rights by parties located in different Member States.
However, as the Snowden revelations have shown, there is widespread data sharing between EU intelligence services and those of third countries, in particular the US services and those of the "Five Eyes" intelligence sharing network. 158 It seems that the cooperation between the US National Security Agency (NSA) and the UK signals intelligence service Government Communication Headquarters (GCHQ) is particularly close. 159 This suggests that data sharing is being conducted on a broad scale between intelligence agencies in many countries, and that once data are accessed by one agency, they may be made available to those in other countries, so that the place of the computer where data are stored may be largely irrelevant to whether they can be accessed by the intelligence services. It is also not clear that the place of data storage affects the technical capabilities of intelligence services of third countries to access data stored in the EU, given the global and networked nature of data processing. Thus, the available evidence gives reason to doubt that the place of data storage has much influence in practice on the level of protection that personal data receives.
IV. The Politics of International Data Transfers
The political nature of the regulation of international data transfers can be seen particularly in the relationship between the EU and the US. Parties in the EU want the US to adopt an EU-style data protection framework, 160 while for its part the US side would like the EU to make it easier to transfer personal data internationally, both to further economic growth 161 The problem is not that there is political disagreement about how to regulate international data transfers, but that the EU and the US often seem unwilling to consider positions that go beyond the underlying assumptions of their own systems. The Privacy Shield represents an attempt to break out of this cycle, but may well fall victim either to the unyielding standards of EU fundamental rights law, or unilateral action by the Trump administration, or both. The CJEU may also continue to chip away at the legal bases for transferring personal data, to the point that the few remaining options are no longer viable. In such a situation, there is the danger that EU law may retreat further into illusions, formality, and legal fictions in the application of data transfer regulation.
V. The Way Forward
Former European Data Protection Supervisor Peter Hustinx wrote in 2013 that the standards for international data transfers under the Directive are "based on a reasonable degree of pragmatism in order to allow interaction with other parts of the world." 169 The Schrems judgment shows that in fact, data transfer regulation in EU law is based not on reaching a reasonable accommodation between EU standards and those of other countries, but on a unilateral assertion of EU values. It is unrealistic to imagine that there can be a single, overarching legal "solution" to disputes about data transfer regulation unless the parties are willing to seek an accommodation that goes beyond the assertion of their own values. Protecting international data transfers is unlikely to be possible under bureaucratic, formalistic mechanisms that cannot provide real protection in practice.
Even if it cannot by itself resolve international disputes about data transfer regulation, the law may still serve as a "gentle civilizer of social systems," 170 based on finding lines of compatibility and communication between different data protection systems. If one believes that EU data protection law cannot and should not shut itself off from other legal systems, and that Europeans want to be able to communicate internationally, then it is necessary to find a way to reach some kind of accommodation between EU data protection law and legal regimes in other regions. The new EU-US Privacy Shield will be an important test of the possibility of constructing stable bridges between different legal systems for privacy and data protection. Some of the elements of the Privacy Shield strengthen the perception of regulation of international data transfers as illusory, while others hold the potential of producing greater protection in practice. If it is not subject to a successful legal challenge, 169 and assuming that it is shown to provide effective protection in practice, the Privacy Shield could serve as a model for protecting data flows from the EU to other regions as well.
Regulation of international data transfers in EU law must move beyond formalistic measures and legal fictions to implement actual protection in practice. It must also discard illusions, such as the idea that DPAs and national courts can perform large-scale assessments of the adequacy of non-EU data protection systems. Data protection law cannot by itself resolve issues relating to surveillance for national security or intelligence-gathering purposes, which will require further reform and transparency regarding intelligence-gathering practices. It will also be necessary for the CJEU or the EU legislator to clarify the application of data protection rights under the Charter to situations involving national security, in order to remove gaps in protection.
It is also essential that there be more enforcement of international data transfer regulation. At present, EU data protection law seeks to have its cake and eat it too by containing strict legal standards, but then rarely enforcing them in practice. If data transfer regulation is to regain its legitimacy, a choice will have to be made between taking enforcement measures when the law has been violated or changing the law. Widespread enforcement of data transfer regulation might produce difficult consequences, such as the disruption of international trade and cross-border communication. But being faced with such situations may be the crucible that forces the EU to make the difficult decisions necessary to adopt a system of data transfer regulation that is both adequate in theory and effective in practice.
The Schrems judgment forces us to face the contradictions of EU data transfer regulation squarely. It is no longer possible to ignore the legal and logical incoherence of data transfer regulation, or to pretend that an adequate level of data protection can be achieved on a global level by formalistic measures alone. Developing a more effective method of regulating data transfers also requires that other jurisdictions that aggressively assert their own regulatory visions, particularly the US, step back and see the debate between competing models of regulation from a broader perspective. This could provide common ground to overcome the illusions of the current data protection debate, and help bring the discussion back to reality.
